Some aspects of hadron production in p-p collisions remain unresolved, including the low-hadron-momentum structure of high-parton-energy dijets, separation of triggered dijets from the underlying event (UE), the systematics of multiple parton interactions and possible systematic underestimation of dijet contributions to high-energy nuclear collisions. In this study we apply a minimum-bias trigger-associated (TA) correlation analysis to p-p collisions. We extract a hard component from TA correlations that can be compared with measured jet fragment systematics derived from e + -e − collisions. The kinematic limits on jet fragment production may be determined. The same method may be extended to A-A collisions where the role of minimum-bias jets in spectra and correlations is strongly contested.
Introduction
Several open issues for hadron production in p-p collisions relate to dijet production, both the frequency of hard parton scattering and the subsequent fragmentation to jets. In this study we infer the hard scattering rate from the two-component multiplicity systematics of single-particle spectra and introduce a trigger-associated correlation analysis to extract minimum-bias jet fragment distributions. We wish to determine the momentum correlation structure of minimum-bias jets down to the kinematic limits.
Two-component model of p-p single-particle y t spectra
The two-component model of single-particle (SP) spectra is defined by [1] dn ch /y t dy t ∆η = ρ s (n ch )S 0 (y t ) + ρ h (n ch )H 0 (y t ),
where n ch is integrated within some acceptance ∆η and ρ x = n x /∆η. Figure 1 (first) shows rescaled y t spectra for seven multiplicity classes with n ch /∆η ≈ 1.7, . . . , 19. Fixed soft-component model S 0 is the asymptotic limit of spectra scaled by soft-component multiplicity n s . Subtraction of . First: Single-particle spectra for seven n ch classes; Second: Scaled spectrum hard components H(y t , n ch ); Third: Event distributions on n ch for several energies; Fourth: Hard-component multiplicity n h (dijet) trend on soft component n s . n h is the integral (end-point amplitude) of measured H(y t , n ch ) independent of shape.
S 0 and a second rescaling reveals hard components H(y t , n ch ) scaled by (n s /∆η) 2 (second panel) nearly independent of n ch approximated by fixed hard-component model H 0 (y t ). Soft-component multiplicity n s may serve as a proxy for participant partons (low-x gluons) with substantial event-wise fluctuations (third panel). We observe (fourth panel) that n h ∝ n 2 s (points), a trend inconsistent with that expected for the eikonal model (dashed curve ∝ n 4/3 s ) typically invoked in p-p Monte Carlo models [2, 3] . These 1D spectrum results provide the model functions and dijet systematics required to analyze and interpret the trigger-associated correlations presented below.
Systematics of minimum-bias p-p angular correlations
Combinatoric minimum-bias (MB) angular correlations on angle differences η ∆ = η 1 − η 2 and φ ∆ = φ 1 − φ 2 accepting all particle pairs (no p t cuts) can be described by a 2D model function including only a few elements [4, 5, 6] . The principal correlation components are jet-related same-side (SS) 2D peak and away-side (AS) 1D peak on azimuth (backto-back jets) and nonjet (NJ) quadrupole cos(2φ ∆ ). Figure 2 (first, sec- Fig. 2 . First, second: Jet-related and non-jet quadrupole angular correlations for multiplicity classes n = 1 and 6; Third: Scaled amplitudes of jet-related structure vs soft multiplicity n s ; Fourth: Scaled nonjet quadrupole amplitude vs n s ond) shows angular correlations for multiplicity classes n = 1 and 6. Minor elements of the 2D model fits (proton fragment correlations, BoseEinstein correlations, conversion electron pairs) have been subtracted leaving the jet-related components and the NJ quadrupole. The third panel shows trends on n s for jet-related amplitudes consistent with dijet number n j = 0.03(n s /2.5) 2 (within ∆η = 2) corresponding to pQCD dijet total cross section σ dijet = 2.5 mb [7] . The p-p NJ quadrupole trend on n s can be predicted. The observed centrality trend for Au-Au colli- [8] . For the non-eikonal p-p case N bin → N 2 part and impact parameter b is not an observable, so
s , which is confirmed in the fourth panel.
Trigger-associated (TA) two-component model (TCM)
Based on p-p SP spectrum and 2D MB dijet angular correlation systematics we can construct a TCM for trigger-associated correlations [9] . For each p-p collision event type (soft or hard) the hadron with the highest transverse rapidity y tt is the trigger particle. All other hadrons are associated, with rapidities y ta . Definition of the TA TCM is an exercise in compound probabilities. The unit-normal 1D trigger spectrum for multiplicity class n ch denoted by T (y tt , n ch ) ≡ [1/N evt (n ch )]dn trig /y tt dy tt is modeled by (2) where P x (n ch ) is an event-type probability, G x (y tt ) is a void (above y tt ) probability and F x (y tt ) is a unit-normal SP spectrum for event-type x = s (soft, no dijets) or h (hard, at least one dijet), with G x (y tt ) n ch F x (y tt ) ≡ T x (y tt , n ch ). The Poisson event-type probabilities are defined by P s = exp(−n j ) and P h = 1 − P s . The void probabilities are defined by G x = exp(−n xΣ ), where n xΣ is the appropriate spectrum integral above y tt . Figure 3 shows trigger spectra (points) for four multiplicity classes. Solid curves T (y tt , n ch ) are defined by Eq. (2). The other curves refer to TCM triggerspectrum components. The TCM describes the trigger spectra well.
The unit-normal 2D TA distribution for event-type x and multiplicity class n ch is joint probability F x (y ta , y tt ) ≡ T x (y tt )A x (y ta |y tt ), where the chain rule for compound probabilities has been invoked. A x (y ta |y tt ) is the conditional probability that an associated particle is emitted at y ta in an event of type x given a trigger at y tt with probability T x (y tt ). The TA TCM is then
where the TCM A x are formed from the SP-spectrum TCM elements with certain marginal constraints [9] . Hard component H h (y ta |y tt ) of A h (y ta |y tt ) represents the sought-after momentum correlation structure of MB jets.
Measured trigger-associated correlations
Trigger-associated correlations can be presented both as joint probabilities F (y ta , y tt , n ch ) and as conditional probabilities A(y ta |y tt , n ch ) = F/T using the chain rule for joint probabilities. sured joint distribution F for n = 6 (first) and its corresponding TCM (second). Figure 4 (right) shows the measured conditional distribution A (third) and its TCM (fourth). In both cases the agreement is good below y ta ≈ 2.5. TCM hard component H ′ 0 is based on a simple factorization approximation and plays no role in extraction of the data hard components described below. The jet-related hard component dominates TA structure for y ta , y tt > 2.5. The data and TCM hard components differ substantially.
Extracting the TA hard component
Dividing Eq. (3) by Eq. (2) we obtain the total conditional distribution A(y ta |y tt , n ch ) = R s (y tt , n ch )A s (y ta |y tt ) + R h (y tt , n ch )A h (y ta |y tt ), (4) where the R x ≤ 1 are trigger fractions. The TCM conditional distributions are A s = S ′′ 0 and A h = p ′ s S ′ 0 + p ′ h H ′ 0 for y ta < y tt , with primes on X ′ 0 denoting the effects of marginal constraints as described in Ref. [9] , and p ′ x = n ′ x /(n ch −1). Given that expression we can isolate the hard component of the TA conditional distribution by subtracting the TCM soft components
the hard component (dijet momentum structure) per hard event. All subtractions use the same soft-component models derived from SP spectra. h (y ta |y tt ) for multiplicity classes n = 2, 6 (first and second respectively). The jet structure per hard event increases substantially with n ch because the probability that one or more additional dijets accompanies a triggered dijet (multiple parton interactions or MPI) becomes substantial. We can divide the left panels by the number of dijets per hard event n j /P h to obtain the right panels. The resulting perdijet structure appears to be approximately independent of n ch (universal). Universality is consistent with the n j (n s ) trend inferred from SP spectra.
TA azimuth dependence and the transverse region or TR
The azimuth structure of TA correlations relative to the trigger direction is of interest for several reasons including "underlying event" (UE) studies. Figure 6 (first) shows the conventional azimuth partition relative to trigger direction (arrow) into three equal regions: "toward" (T), "transverse" (TR) and "away" (A). In some studies the A region is split into two parts A 1 and A 2 as shown. In conventional UE analysis it is assumed that the triggered dijet does not contribute to the TR, which region should therefore permit unbiased access to the UE complementary to the triggered dijet [10, 11] . Figure 6 (second, third, fourth) shows TA hard components per hard event for T, TR and A regions respectively, averaged over lower multiplicity classes n = 2, 3, 4 to reduce dijet pileup (MPI) to less than 15%. Those data averaged over azimuth are equivalent to Fig. 5 (right) . Most notable is the substantial triggered-dijet contribution to the TR region (third panel), contradicting a common UE assumption. Compared to the T region (second) the A region (fourth) is both significantly softer and harder. The A region must be harder on average to compensate the trigger particle excluded from conditional distribution A in the T region. The A region is also softer on average because of trigger bias to lower-energy jets due to initial-state k t effects and toward a softer fragmentation cascade within those jets.
The underlying event and multiple parton interactions
Other issues emerge for conventional UE analysis. Based on MB dijet angular correlations as in Fig. 2 (left) we expect a substantial contribution to the TR from any dijet [13] . Figure 7 (first) shows a projection onto azimuth of the model fit to Fig. 2 (first) approximating MB jet structure from nonsingle-diffractive p-p collisions. There is a substantial overlap of SS and AS jet peaks and resulting strong jet contribution to the TR. Figure 7 (second) shows N ⊥ spectra from the TR described by the TCM of Eq. (1) with the amplitude of (jet) hard-component H as expected for hard (triggered) events. Fig. 2 (third) shows the TR N ⊥ density vs trigger condition y t,trig . The increase to a saturation value is conventionally attributed to MPI. However, a study based on the TCM for SP spectra reveals that the N ⊥ increase results from a dijet contribution to the TR for hard events with low (≈ NSD) multiplicities where the incidence of MPI is negligible [13] . Fig. 2  (fourth) shows the calculated dijet number per hard event vs multiplicity. For NSD p-p collisions (n ch /∆η ≈ 2.5) the MPI rate is only a few percent. From TA and angular-correlation analysis we conclude that application of a trigger y t,trig (jet) condition in UE analysis selects for jets within mainly low-multiplicity (≈ NSD) hard events. Applying an n ch condition instead would select for multiple MB dijets (MPI) in higher-multiplicity events. to saturation due to selection of low-multiplicity hard events [13] ; Fourth: Number of jets per hard event n j /P h vs n ch inferred from SP spectrum systematics [1, 13] .
Kinematic limits on physical MB jet fragment production
The results in Figs. 5 (lines in third) and 6 (second and fourth panels) reveal the kinematic limits of minimum-bias jet fragment production: Trigger hadrons extend down to ≈ 1 GeV/c (y tt ≈ 2.7), and associated hadrons extend down to ≈ 0.35 GeV/c (AS, y ta ≈ 1.5) or 0.5 GeV/c (SS, y ta ≈ 2). We conjecture that this also represents the low-hadron-momentum (and large-angle) structure of high-parton-energy jets, the common base of any dijet. Higher-energy jets contain a few additional high-momentum hadrons located close to the dijet axis and therefore outside the TR. TA correlation analysis could be extended to A-A collisions to verify the strong contribution from MB jets (minijets) even in more-central Au-Au collisions [6, 7, 14] .
These TA results are consistent with measured FFs from LEP, HERA and CDF and with a pQCD parton spectrum that predicts measured dijet production [12, 13] and the shape of the MB spectrum hard component [7] . The MB-jet-related SS 2D peak volume is also consistent with pQCD predictions [14] . Conventional trigger-associated p t cuts invoked in A-A dihadron correlation analysis accept only a small fraction of the actual dijet number and jet fragments and, combined with so-called ZYAM subtraction of a combinatorial background, produce an unphysical picture of dijets in nuclear collisions in which jet structure is minimized and distorted [15] .
Summary
The two-component (soft + hard) model (TCM) of hadron production in high-energy nuclear collisions works remarkably well. Based on various comparisons with theory the soft component represents fragments from projectile nucleons (their gluon constituents), and the hard component represents dijet fragments from large-angle-scattered partons (gluons).
In this study the TCM has been applied to MB trigger-associated (TA) correlations for several charge multiplicity classes of 200 GeV p-p collisions. A conditional hard component H h (y ta |y tt ) has been extracted by analogy with TCM analysis of single-particle spectra. The TA hard component reveals the kinematic limits of jet fragment production and is directly comparable with measured jet fragmentation functions from e + -e − collisions.
These TA correlation results have implications for underlying-event (UE) analysis. Consistent with MB angular-correlation analysis the TA results confirm that the triggered dijets make a strong contribution to the transverse region or TR, contradicting conventional UE assumptions. The increase of the N ⊥ charge multiplicity in the TR with jet trigger y t,trig results not from multiple parton interactions (MPI) but from increased probability of low-multiplicity hard events including only a single dijet. The MPI rate is increased by selecting instead higher event multiplicities n ch . The physical UE is then the MPI rate determined by n ch plus the TCM soft component.
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